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About This Game

Puttin' Around is a fun spin on online mini golf games which features fun game modes to play with others online around the
world.

The controls and play style are intuitive and make it easy to jump into or host a game. Play along with your friends, or make
new ones.

Key Features

 Dedicated servers around the world

 Up to 10 player in online multiplayer

 Level editor with Steam Workshop to share and download maps

 Chose between traditional mini golf, or play a round of Point Control
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Title: Puttin' Around
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Better Games LLC
Publisher:
Better Games LLC
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® Vista/XP

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: 512MB dedicated VRAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: If you want to hear sound, yes

English
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this game helped me through some rough times, i found the love of my life through this game, they can be seen in my profile
picture. this game can cure cancer. 10/10 -IGN.. This game is the definition of the word hidden gem. It's INCREDIBLE and
very hidden (sadly because it deserve more recognition). So I was reading reviews and people (in 2015) were claiming there
were game breaking bugs and they couldn't finish individual levels. I have played every level twice and am at about 90%
completion so I don't quite see what was unfinishable about the first level.

I feel this game is part of the Golden Era in the LEGO games alongside Star Wars Complete Saga and Batman 1. After Star
Wars I where they've refined everything and figured out what works, but before they started expanding with overworlds that are
part of the story or the horror of voice acting. The charm comes from them telling the story you already know through slapstick
mime. I know Batman was an original story but I won't go into that because this is about Indy not Batman.

Gameplay wise: It's incredibly simple.
If you can push things into a position, push them into place then proceed.
If you need a certain type of character to proceed, tag them then proceed.
If you don't have that character on you, then you either need to steal a hat or it's something intended for Free Play mode.
If you need a certain item to proceed, obtain it and then proceed.
If you cannot find the item you need, you are either trying to go into an area intended for Free Play mode, or you haven't
smashed enough things that the item may be hiding behind/inside.

I know it's simple, but it's fun. Except the Bridge Battle on Temple of Doom. That is the only problem I have with this game.

I will admit there were two bugs I encountered - but both were easily overcome. One was the intended solution for posting one
of the parcels doesn't seem possible. But there's another solution that really wasn't hard to think up myself, and given it's a
puzzle game I don't mind them forcing people to actually think about their solution, deliberately or not.
The other is on one level, it mistakes having thrown a sword at a green piece where you're meant to attach something for the
actual something, and so it won't let you attach it but it also won't respond as though you have attached it. So just be careful
when throwing swords in Last Crusade.. This game is amazing, all classes feel nice, But mage feels a little weak. even tho it is a
casual game, I feel like it could have a competitive side, maybe ranked or somthing etc.... It just doesn't feel rewarding to play
as you get nothing for playing games. other then that, great game!. wow its simple people,but so good players!!!. Sorry this gets
an easy "No". It's simply not worth your time.
You start the game, and get a Camel and another character just to immediately lose them, which practically means you can only
carry water if you don't want to die from thirst in the first travels. The first couple of travels are predefined after that these
things happened to me:
- Cool, A free donkey! A Traveler needs help, attacks me and I lose -> Game Over
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- This time no free donkey. Searching in a ruin, getting attacked by ghouls -> Game Over
- no free donkey. Running around in some cities with almost nothing but water. Getting only quest money until I finally can
BUY a donkey. In the very next travel I suddenly get a free donkey.
I thought ♥♥♥♥ it and restart from the last checkpoint. But of course now I get no free donkey.

My expectation was some nice trading game, but the complete randomness in the beginning completely destroys this game. The
fighting mechanics are kinda interesting, but not if every enemy just completely obliterates you.

This Game is a good example how not to do RNG. A nice game 9/10
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Beat the♥♥♥♥♥♥out of people and have a hella good time while you're at it. 11/10. Video showing off the game: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V_GXwbwmG1M

Holy Potatoes! What the Hell?! is a cooking sim where you cook potato sinners in hell and use them as ingredients for dishes
you serve to gods. It's pretty dark, but it has that Holy Potatoes! charm.

The gameplay is quite simple: sinners have sins that have stats, you choose which means of torture for the sinner based on those
stats. The better your equipment for the chosen stat, the better the ingredient that sinner becomes. Those ingredients are used to
make dishes, which get you God favor from the Gods you serve. That favor is then used to buy better equipment to get the
better ingredients. Rinse and repeat as time goes on.

The gameplay is simple, but the characters and the sins are hilarious. A lot of the fun for me was just reading what the sinners
did while I was choosing their horrible ultimate fate.

There's a certain charm about the Holy Potatoes! games that just tickles me. What the Hell?! continues that charm very well.. It
does not offer much, on the other hand it does not cost much. Giving a thumb down anyway because there are better flashgames
out there with basically the same playstyle for free, that are far more motivating and offer more features. Talking about
flashgames that says a lot. I guess it's an OK game for everyone loving countryballs, but as mentioned does not offer much for
everyone else.. Awesome horror game! Would reccomend to anyone who likes horror, and getting their butts scared off. I dont
even, try to jump and this piece of **** takes screenshot + "2004 game" probably done in early 1800 and just put on sale to
gain people to buy it because it is cheap.. Just 85/10!. goodies are nice in all

Update: Lives and Time Limits:
July 20, 2018: Sword Mans version 1.1.2

New Stuff:. Crimson Lilly blooms best in the snow!:

Crime Secrets: Crimson Lily is a mature crime story inspired by the films and shows of the 90s that takes place within a small
snowy holiday resort town. When a grim murder interrupts a private detective’s vacation at the very gate to the hotel at which
she was going to stay, she puts her plans for R&R on hold and sets out to do what she does best: solve violent crimes. All she has
to go on is a single clue: a mysterious paper lily attached to the victim’s frozen body. Could it be the killer’s calling card? Cut off
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by a blizzard the protagonist will need to follow a trail that leads her deep into the dirty dealings of a small town filled with big
fish. Was the tragic death of the young journalist, Lilly, a few years back only an accident, or was it somehow connected to the
mysterious new murder? As it turns out, there’s more to the grim story than meets the eye, and not everyone at the hotel is who
they appear to be.

The game will be available with a 40% discount for a limited time.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/465170/
. Something's coming...:

Firstly, I just want to apologise for the delay on the v0.2 update. We definitely tried to cram too much into this update but
having said that, its all good stuff and we're now happy to say that we're in the last stages of getting this update out to you guys.

We should be able to upload the new build sometime this week or next! There are a few features that we've had to miss out for
this release in order to get it to you all sooner, but the main features are all there (Singleplayer, Spectator mode, Defense mode,
New enemy, Improved networking and massive Optimisations) and plenty of additions (new items etc.).
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We'll then follow up in the usual way of smaller updates to add in all the extras. We are not long from also being able to release
our new Objective level. Bigger and less linear than our first map. So look forward to being able to send that out to you all. In
the meantime, we'd love to know more about your experiences on our first map and whether or not you have completed it.

Stay connected and I'll keep you all updated about the new update!

. Major update - extra character:
- Finish the game with GAL.00 will Unlock GAL.01 "Shield GAL" as playable character!
- While unable to access other GAL power GAL.01 still can upgrade with Powerup Item! with her own set of powerup.
- Fight GAL.00 as Enemy!

To start as GAL.01, create a new profile and choose her from Character Select menu.
*Note* Story content will cut off from GAL.01 Mode.. Zero Killed coming to Steam this September.:
We are proud to announce that after a long time we can finally show you our annoucement trailer.
Watch it here.
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The game will have its full release this September on Steam. Game will support HTC Vive and Oculus Rift hardware, so get
your VR headset ready. PSVR release is planned for later date.

You can find a lot of info on our store page.
If you want to show us your support, please add Zero Killed to your wishlist.
https://store.steampowered.com/app/645930/Zero_Killed/

Also, we have a brand new website at http://playzerokilled.com/. Official Splasher Goodies Shop !:
Hi !

You live in Europe ?

The official EU Splasher Goodies Shop is now open :)
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Ever wanted a Splasher tee, a cool cap or even a warm sweat-shirt to survive the upcoming cold winter ?

It's time for Christmas gift ...

There you go => https://shop.spreadshirt.net/splasher-goodies

15% OFF ALL CLOTHING STARTING TODAY !!!

Cheers
The Splashteam. IronWolf VR Area of Darkness: Sentinel Small Delays...:
“A delayed game is eventually good, but a rushed game is forever bad.”

A small update in regards to release dates - we have decided to push the release towards the end of April in order to polish the
game to the level we feel it needs to be at. It's almost there!

Given that this is our first title, we want to make a solid impression. We're a small indie studio from a country not really known
for making games, and want to make a splash and show what we're capable of! The team is giving it their all to make sure
everything feels just right.

Will drop the final date in about 7-10 days, hopefully!

Thanks for your patience and interest in AoD:S!
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